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murdered in
his office,
Police Chief
David
Lameraux
joins forces
with Karen
"Tracker"
Charboneau to
find the
suspect, who
has vanished
into the
wilderness of
the Red Cliff
Reservation.
Reprint.
Murder in the
Red Chamber
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Media
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York Times
bestselling
author Anne
Bishop’s
world of the
Others—where
supernatural
entities and

humans
struggle to
co-exist, and
one woman has
begun to
change all
the rules…
After winning
the trust of
the Others
residing in
the Lakeside
Courtyard,
Meg Corbyn
has had
trouble
figuring out
what it means
to live among
them. As a
human, Meg
should be
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tolerated
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two addictive
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humans and
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the urge to
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more
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trouble finds
its way
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caper, an
international
adventure,
and a
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Freezing
Order is a
stirring
morality tale
about how one
man can take
on one of the
most ruthless
villains in
the world—and
win.
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Department
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finds
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Arabella Allen assortment of
is eager to
strangers to
partake in
the middle of
the dancing, nowhere. With
skating, and all
spiked punch— communication
especially
to the
with Boswell, outside word
Dickens
cut off, the
scholar and
only one she
charming
can ask is
host. But
Boswell. But
when a
as the
blizzard
temperatures
leaves the
drop and the
guests
body count
snowbound,
rises,
the cozy
Arabella
trappings
doubts she
feel more
can trust
like an icy
even him on
trap. Finding this
a frozen
increasingly
corpse can do deadly silent
that. Now
night.
Lady in Red
Arabella is
Soho Press
questioning
In the latest
the real
motive behind entry in this
drawing this USA Today

bestselling
series, Jessica
loses a loved
one to
unnatural
causes and sets
her sights on
the mysterious
local hospital
before more
people wind up
dead on
arrival...
Jessica
Fletcher's
favorite gin
rummy partner,
Mimi Van Dorn,
checks into the
brand-new
Clifton Care
Partners, a
private
hospital that's
just opened up
shop in town,
for a simple
procedure—one
that leads
tragically, and
inexplicably,
to her death.
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in her
Care Partners
inimitable
before someone
fashion,
else
Jessica decides flatlines...
to pursue her Murder at the
Academy Awards
own
investigation (R) Simon and
on the hospital Schuster
and its shadowy Love meets
business
murder in this
dealings. On
new cozy
the trail of
mystery series
what initially set in a
appears to be quirky romance
medical
bookstore,
malpractice,
with a heroine
Jessica digs
to die for.
deeper and
Lizzie Hale
learns her
may be the
friend was
lucky owner of
actually a
a successful
victim of
romance
something far bookshop, Love
more sinister. Under the
Death is bad
Covers, but
for business, she's
but murder is decidedly uneven worse, and lucky in love.
Jessica will
Though she's
find plenty of read almost
both as she
every famous
races to bring romance
down Clifton
novelist, from

Jane Austen to
Nora Roberts,
none have
helped her
figure out how
to get—and
keep—a man. But
Lizzie has
bigger problems
to worry about.
Like murder.
When Brody
Pierce, swoonworthy ranch
owner and
resident
bachelor, is
found stabbed
through the
chest, hearts
were heard
breaking all
over idyllic
Tinker's Creek.
But when
Lizzie's aunt
is implicated
in the murder,
she's
determined to
clear her name.
Lizzie quickly
realizes that
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refers to
many words to his fellow
itself (though describe
classmates),
never out loud)
necromancers while
as “Murderbot.”
, but
battling the
Scornful of
insanity
humans, all it superhero
really wants is isn't one of that doomed
to be left
them.
every Crow
alone long
18-year-old before him.
enough to
Damian
Superhero
figure out who
school just
it is. But when Banach's
got scary.
a neighboring only talent
is the power Murder at the
mission goes
Red Rooster
dark, it's up that's
to the
driving him Tavern Class
scientists and
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THE MUST-READ
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Publisher's
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is the story
about an
investigation
turned
obsession,
full of
twists and
turns and
with an
ending you'll
never expect.
Everyone in
Fairview
knows the
story. Pretty
and popular
high school
senior Andie
Bell was
murdered by
her
boyfriend,
Sal Singh,
who then
killed
himself. It
was all
anyone could
talk about.
And five

years later,
Pip sees how
the tragedy
still haunts
her town. But
she can't
shake the
feeling that
there was
more to what
happened that
day. She knew
Sal when she
was a child,
and he was
always so
kind to her.
How could he
possibly have
been a
killer? Now a
senior
herself, Pip
decides to
reexamine the
closed case
for her final
project, at
first just to
cast doubt on

the original
investigation
. But soon
she discovers
a trail of
dark secrets
that might
actually
prove Sal
innocent . .
. and the
line between
past and
present
begins to
blur. Someone
in Fairview
doesn't want
Pip digging
around for
answers, and
now her own
life might be
in danger.
And don't
miss the
sequel, Good
Girl, Bad
Blood! "The
perfect nail-
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biting
mystery."
--Natasha
Preston, #1
New York
Times
bestselling
author

MEG & THE
LOCH. Jack
the Ripper
is no longer
a Scooby Doo
villain
being chased
by sleuths
Murder of
through the
Crows
foggy
Kensington
streets of
Publishing
Victorian
Corp.
London. Jack
"Graphic.
the Ripper
Intense.
was a realProvocative.
life monster
The psycholo
responsible
gical
for the
thriller has
world's most
a new voice
heinous
and it is
crimes ever
Mord
committed
McGhee."
upon human
--STEVE
beings.
ALTEN,
Twists and
NYTimes bestturns abound
selling
in this inauthor of
your-face

look at the
unsolved
murder
mystery of
1888's
Autumn of
Terror. From
Jack's
bloody trail
to a future
filled with
technologica
l ghosts
able to
interact
with
history,
Mord
McGhee's
MURDER RED
INK is a
mind-blowing
vision of
history
repeating
itself in
the worst
way
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imaginable.
On several
short lists
of Year's
Best Horror
of 2014,
McGhee's
always one
step ahead
of the
reader.
Nothing will
ever be the
same again.
Science
Fiction
dripping
with horror
Everything
you think
you know
about Jack
the Ripper
is about to
be sliced
from ear to
ear.
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